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Dear Friends, 
Assalamu Alaykum, 

Looking back at the last year, there’s no doubt that we have 
made giant strides in alleviating the suffering of the most 
pressing humanitarian crises in different parts of the world.

From Syria to Palestine, we have reached out to millions of 
vulnerable people with immediate relief and medium term 
rehabilitation. However, none of these would have been 
possible without the help of our generous donors
and volunteers.

This brochure highlights some of our achievements 
and activities over the past year as well as our ongoing 
campaigns and programmes. 

As another year unfolds, we hope you can find inspiration 
in our mission so that together we can continue bringing 

lasting change to deprived communities. 

Ma’as Salaam, 

Bakhtyar H. Pirzada
Vice Chairman

The following icons have
been used in this brochure:

this means that Zakat can be 
donated towards such a project

this means that we will provide you with
personalised feedback including photos,
project locations and may even invite you to
the inauguration of such infrastructure projects

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE
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Indonesia 
TSUNAMI

EARTHQUAKE
On 28 September 2018, a 7.5 magnitude 

earthquake left the small city of Palu, on the 
west coast of Sulawesi, devastated.

More than 4,000 people died and over 
1,000 people were missing. There were 
hundreds of thousands of displaced families 
in the hard-hit areas of Sigi, Dongala and Palu.

Supported by local partners, Muslim Charity has 
been active on the ground distributing emergency 
tents, food, non-food items, water, baby food and 
hygiene kits to thousands of beneficiaries.

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£50 provides a food 
pack to sustain one 
vulnerable family for
an entire month

£50

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
vulnerable family

£100indonesia Donate Today
Call: 03000 111 786 or 0207 100 4930 
or visit: www.muslimcharity.org.uk
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Syrian
CRISIS

More than 5 million people 
have been forced to flee 

their homes in Syria to 
neighbouring countries like 

Lebanon and Greece.

Since 2013, Muslim Charity has 
been assisting Syrian war affected 
families in Syria and displaced 
refugees in Lebanon and Greece 
through various projects.

Over the past year, in Arsal and the 
Ketermaya Refugee camp (Lebanon) 
we have provided Syrian refugees with 
200 food packs, 400 blankets, children’s 
clothing, equipping a computer lab for 
Syrian children and providing educational 
facilities and a medical mobile clinic. ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£50 provides a food 
pack to sustain one 
refugee family for
an entire month

£50

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100syria
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Yemen
CRISIS

yemen

The war in Yemen has left 
over 22 million people 
with a desperate need 
for humanitarian aid 
including food, water
and medicine.

In 2018, Muslim Charity in partnership with 
local teams distributed food packs, non-food 
items and clean drinking water to hundreds 
of families.

We established four medical camps for 
primary health care which benefited 2,000 
beneficiaries with medical assistance and free 
medicines to combat the severe outbreaks of 
cholera and other communicable diseases.

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£50 provides a food 
pack to sustain one 
refugee family for
an entire month

£50

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100

Donate Today
Call: 03000 111 786 or 0207 100 4930 
or visit: www.muslimcharity.org.uk
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rohingya 

Since the outbreak of violence in 
Rakhine State, Myanmar in August 

2017, an estimated 886,778 
Rohingya people have been 

forced out of the country into 
Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh. 

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£50 provides a food 
pack to sustain one 
refugee family for
an entire month

£50

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£350 provides a 
family shelter and 
household-items kit 
for a Rohingya family

£350

We have provided humanitarian 
assistance in the form of food and other 
life-saving needs to this highly vulnerable 
Rohingya population.

We built 300 emergency shelters, 
toilets and shower blocks for 

these families and provided 
medical assistance to 20,000 

beneficiaries through medical 
camps in the Thangkhali Camp, 

Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh.
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£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100 £25 enables us to rescue a 
child from the streets £25children 

Our objective is to rescue 
children from abuse and 

exploitation and to provide
a better future for them.  

We work in countries like 
Bangladesh, Pakistan and 

Lebanon to equip deprived 
children with the skills, 

knowledge and capacity to 
become active agents of 

change within their
own communities.

Over 1.5 million children live 
on the streets exposed daily 
to constant fear of abuse, 
trafficking and exploitation.

In 2018 we rescued 578 children 
from the streets of Dhaka, 
Bangladesh out of which 145 
children were re-integrated 
with their families and 433 
children were referred to 
permanent shelters. 

Bangladesh
STREET
CHILDREN 

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£30 per month or £360 
per year sponsors a child 
with education, shelter, 
clothing and food

£360
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Pakistan
STREET
CHILDREN

WarAffected 
CHILDREN

An estimated 1.3 million children are on 
the streets in Pakistan with no access to 
education, healthcare, shelter and are 
subjected to exploitation and sexual abuse.

In 2018, 100 children received informal 
education in our centres and out of these, 
52 children have been enrolled into 
mainstream schooling and they
are no more on the streets.

We provide the necessary 
psycho-social sessions 
to help these children 
lead normal lives and 

prevent the psychological 
effects of what they 
have witnessed and 

experienced from 
affecting their future.

More than 8 million Syrian 
children face the horrors of
war, death and destruction

every year.

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£42 per month or £500 per year 
sponsors a war affected child 
with education, shelter, food 
and psycho-social support

£500
Donate Today

Call: 03000 111 786 or 0207 100 4930 
or visit: www.muslimcharity.org.uk
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Adopt
A SCHOOL

Sponsorship 
ORPHAN & HAFIZ-E-QUR’AN
Muslim Charity provides one to one orphan 
sponsorship and the Hafiz-e-Qur’an 
sponsorship programme in Pakistan, Syria, 
Somalia, Palestine, Burma, Bangladesh, 
India and Nepal to support vulnerable 
and needy children.

In 2018, through Orphan and
Hafiz-e-Qur’an sponsorship 
projects, we have supported more 
than 500 young boys and girls 
who will now grow up with
better opportunities.

£840 per month or £10,000 as a one-
off payment provides the complete 

cost of our Adopt A School project to 
construct or renovate an entire school

£10,000

The “Adopt A School” project fills the 
infrastructural gaps in the educational system of 

developing countries by providing missing facilities 
and constructing classrooms where necessary.

Over the last 4 years, Muslim Charity has 
constructed/renovated 49 government primary 

schools in Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nepal with an 
estimated 14,700 children enjoying these unique

educational benefits. 

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£30 per month or £360 
per year sponsors a child 
with education, shelter, 
clothing and food

£360
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ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£150 provides a safe 
delivery of a newborn 
in a hospital supported 
by Muslim Charity

£150
We believe the deaths of millions of mothers 

and their babies during childbirth can be 
prevented if only pregnant women have 

access to skilled health workers
and maternal care facilities.

Since 2013, we have provided 93 incubators 
and 23 ambulances in countries like Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, India, Yemen, Lebanon, Somalia 

and Kenya. In Pakistan, we also support 
numerous maternity hospitals ensuring these 

hospitals are equipped with a medical lab, 
operation theatres as well as round the clock 

gynaecologist and GP services. 

£100
£210 per month or £2,500 as 
a one-off payment provides  a 
neonatal incubator to a hospital to 
save the lives of premature babies

£2,500

£100
£1,000 per month or £12,000 as a 
one-off payment provides a fully-
equipped ambulance which caters 
for around 1,000 patients annually 

£12,000mothers Donate Today
Call: 03000 111 786 or 0207 100 4930 
or visit: www.muslimcharity.org.uk
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Safe
WATER 

Women and children often bear the 
brunt of finding water which is often 
collected from polluted water sources.

In 2018, Muslim Charity in partnership 
with our generous donors installed
over 2,500 water facilities including 
water hand pumps and water wells 
which have benefited over
60,000 beneficiaries located
primarily in poor and
impoverished communities.

£100
£65 per month or 
£750 as a one-off 
payment provides a 
Water Well in Asia

£750

£100

£100

£250 per month or 
£3,000 as a one-off 
payment provides a 
Water Well in Africa

£1,700 per month or £20,000 
as a one-off payment 
provides a Solar Water Well 
(in Africa or Asia)

£3,000

£20,000

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£150 provides 
a Water Hand 
Pump in Asia£150

Every day, over 200 million hours 
are exhausted in search of water in 
impoverished communities. 

water
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UK
PROJECTS

Muslim Charity’s #LoveHomeless project 
was launched in early 2018 in Manchester 
city and since then more than 500 
homeless people have received warm 
food, hot drinks, sleeping mats and 
sleeping bags which are regularly 
requested and needed by the 
homeless community. In England, an estimated 

320,000 people were said 
to be homeless in 2018 

with the West Midlands, 
Yorkshire and Humber and 

the Northwest having the 
highest number.

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£30 provides 30 
hot meals for the 
homeless 

£30

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£60 provides 2 
winter kits for the 
homeless

£60

uk Donate Today
Call: 03000 111 786 or 0207 100 4930 
or visit: www.muslimcharity.org.uk
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Masjid 
CONSTRUCTION

With the support of our 
inspiring donors, Muslim 
Charity has been supporting 
communities to build their 
own religious institutions in 
the heart of their societies. 
Over the last few years, we 
have helped construct 53 
Masjids in countries such 
as Pakistan, Somalia, Kenya, 
Ethiopia and Malawi.

In deprived communities, religious centres are 
often non-existent or built from a temporary 

structure with little protection from the 
scorching sun.

£100
£710 per month or £8,500 as a one-
off payment helps build one Small 
Masjid in Asia (accommodates 150 
worshippers at a time)

£8,500

£100
£1,250 per month or £15,000 as a
one-off payment helps build a Large 
Masjid in Asia or Africa (accommodates
up to 400 worshippers at a time)

£15,000

£100
£100 provides one 
prayer area (Masalla) 
for a Masjid

£100

£100
£840 per month or £10,000 as a
one-off payment helps build one
Small Masjid in Africa (accommodates 
100 worshippers at a time)

£10,000

masjid
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Manta 
BOAT SCHOOL

Due to their circumstances and having no land the 
children have no choice but to work alongside their 
parents as fishing people. 

Muslim Charity with your help wants to build a 
boat school for these wonderful children. This 
boat will follow their families to the open rivers 
and enable the parents to give their children a 
chance to learn and with time enable them to 
realise their dreams and aspirations.

The Manta community in Bangladesh have lived on 
their boats for over 100 years. Losing their homes to 
climate change and river erosion they had no choice 
but to make their small boats their homes. 

ZAKAT

A
PPLIC AB

LE

£50 provides a food 
pack to sustain one 
family for an entire 
month

£50

£100 provides a 
food, hygiene and 
survival kit for one 
refugee family

£100
£100 contributes towards 
building a boat school for 
the children of the Manta 
community 

£100

manta
Donate Today
Call: 03000 111 786 or 0207 100 4930 
or visit: www.muslimcharity.org.uk
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Qurbani
Every year, Muslims celebrate 
Eid-ul-Adha by sacrificing 
halal animals including sheeps, 
goats, cows and camels during 
the Islamic month of Dhul Hijjah. 
This is in pursuit of the tradition of 
Prophet Ibrahim. Islam emphasises 
the inclusion of poor people and non-
affording people in such celebrations. 

In 2018, on behalf of our generous donors 
Muslim Charity implemented more than 
11,000 Qurbanis in 19 countries around the 
world which brought smiles and fresh meat 
to needy families, many of whom otherwise 
would not have eaten meat throughout 
the year due to extreme poverty. We 
also launched, for the first time, our UK 
Qurbani project which provided meat to 
needy families and food banks in the UK.

Our volunteers and fundraisers – 
together known as #TeamMC – have 

been busy throughout the year 
undertaking breath-taking challenges 

all in aid of needy communities 
around the world.
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Nanga Parbat 
PAKISTAN
#TeamMC took on the challenge to climb 
Nanga Parbat in aid of street children. 
20 volunteers scaled the heights of the 
mountain nicknamed “killer mountain”. 

The 7-day tour included visiting the 
sights and sounds of Lahore as well as 
a project visit to one of our schools 
for vulnerable children.

Overseas 
TOURSAt Muslim Charity we feel 

strongly about openness and 
transparency. We encourage you 

not just to donate but to hold us to 
account by following up donations and 

asking us how and where the donations 
have impacted the lives of the needy.

We also encourage donors to travel with us on 
our #FromUKwithLove trips to experience the 

impact of your donations. These structured tours 
take place annually to countries like Bangladesh and 

Pakistan. Contact us if you are interested in travelling to 
see the impact of your donations.

Donate Today
Call: 03000 111 786 or 0207 100 4930 

or visit: www.muslimcharity.org.uk
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#TeamMC
CYCLING CLUB

#TeamMC
RUNNING CLUB
Drawing from our success of the cycling club 
our running club reaches new heights. More and 
more volunteers are participating in running 
events and using the club to get fit and active 
while raising funds for campaigns that are 
close to their hearts. 

The annual Marrakech Marathon draws 
more and more runners with a steady 
increase in families taking part. This 
year will be the first time we run in the 
Palestinian Marathon alongside 1000s
of others from around the world. 

The TeamMC cycling club has gone 
from strength to strength. With 100s of 

members scattered over the British Isles 
we are truly a national cycling club. 

This year along with the 1000s of miles clocked 
up by the team they completed #London2Paris 

and #Cambridge2London raising funds for Street 
Children and for an ambulance in Gaza.

With each peddle the club raises awareness for 
the various campaigns as well as keeping an 

active lifestyle. To join the activities in 
your local area or to start up your 
own chapter of TeamMC cycling 

club get in touch with us.
. 
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Other ways to
DONATE

To make a credit/debit card donation over the telephone 
please call us on 03000 111 786 or 0207 100 4930

TELEPHONE

WEBSITE

POST

CHEQUE

BANK
TRANSFER

You can donate online using our mobile-friendly website 
quickly and securely by visiting www.muslimcharity.org.uk

Complete the donation form on the previous page and send it to us: 
Muslim Charity, Eaton Hall, Retford, Nottinghamshire, DN22 0PR

Bank Name:   
Account Name: 
Account Number:
Sort Code: 
IBAN: 
SWIFT/BIC: 

HSBC
Muslim Charity
41369989
40-38-11
GB68 HBUK 403811 41369989
HBUKGB4151E

You can send us a cheque making it payable to “Muslim Charity”

You can send money directly into the Muslim Charity bank account:

If you make a bank transfer please remember to call us 
on 0207 100 4930 and inform us so we can send you a 
receipt and allocate your donation to the correct project.




